From 1997-1998, Larry Higgins, MD, MBA was my last fellow at the University of Pittsburgh.
Shortly thereafter, I left for Harvard and MGH where I started the Shoulder Fellowship Program
and eventually The Boston Shoulder Institute with Larry as my partner and colleague. Larry joined
me at Harvard in 2006 after Peter Millet, my partner until 2005, left for The Steadman Clinic
where he became very successful as an innovator and world leading shoulder surgeon. I have few
pictures from those times.

2007- First Fellowship Reunion: Surgical laboratory with Peter and Larry

2007- First Fellowship Reunion: Front Row: David Kim, Ed Yian, JP Warner, Navid Ghalambor, Ivan Pacheco,
John Macy; Back Row: Michael Gilbart, Larry Higgins, Laurent Lafosse, John Costouros, Reuben Gobezie, Rick
Hatch, Sonu Ahluwalia.

Over the next 12 years Larry and I built a leading postgraduate shoulder fellowship program and
Larry rocketed upward in his career. Not only did he become a world-renowned shoulder expert,
but he also became a respected businessman earning an MBA from Sloan-MIT in 2015. For 10
years, we traveled north to the annual New England Shoulder and Elbow Society meeting at Jay
Peak in the frozen north of Vermont. This meeting was the highlight of what we both created in
New England, which was a collegial group of dedicated shoulder and elbow specialists who
convened to improve the craft each year by blending debate, expert presentations, and a mixture
of beer and good cheer.

2007- NESES Meeting at Jay Peak. Summit Temperature -15o F.

During his 12 years here at Harvard, Larry led the Brigham and Women’s Sports Medicine and
Shoulder Service as its Chief. We collaborated together on many projects, which focused on our
shared passion for Value-Based Care. This was facilitated by our education at both Harvard
Business School and MIT-Sloan.

Larry will be departing for the next exciting chapter in his already exceptional life. He will become
a Senior VP at Arthrex where he will contribute his great skills to a world leading company in
Sports Medicine, Arthroscopy and Orthopedics. They are so very lucky to have him, as he always
improves everything he touches.

My privilege has been to have had two great partners – Peter Millet and then Larry Higgins. This
represents what I consider one of the “5 Pillars of Success”.

So, Hail and Farewell, best of luck from all of us…

